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3 Scope of the document
The purpose of this document is to describe all of the activities performed within
the Design of the PTS, starting from the identification of the best technology suited
for Indoor positioning system scope of Monalisa 2.0 project.
This document first describes the state of the art of technologies utilized for people
and object tracking in indoor environment. Technology used in non Maritime field
were also considered. All of these technologies were evaluated as potential
candidate to realize an Indoor Positioning Pilot System (i.e. People tracking pilot
system) onboard of vessels like cruise, cargo, offshore, ferries (chapter 6). On
most promising technology we performed extensive tests to highlight advantages
and weak points. Obtained results are here reported and discussed (chapter 7).
One approach was selected to be used in the pilot system, as described in chapter
8.
Most important topic of system infrastructure are described in chapters 9 and 10,
where the approach decided for pilot system is reported and first results on
prototypes are discussed.
Architecture that we intend to implement for indoor positioning pilot system is
described in chapter 11.
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5 Acronyms
CMOS: Complementary MOS technology, semiconductor technology approach utilized to
realize Camera chip where pixel are made by Metal-Oxide-Silicon transistors
CCTV: Closed Circuit Television, Cameras system that send 2D videos to a central station
for further elaboration
DSS: Decision Support System, support software utilized to help crew to execute right
actions during emergency occurrence
EM: Electro-Magnetic, referring to Electro-Magnetic waves or fields
HF: High Frequency, it refers to RF frequency in the range of 3 MHz - 30 MHz
LED: Light Emitting Diode, solid state device that emits light when crossed by electrons
current
LF: Low Frequency, it refers to RF frequency in the range of 30 kHz - 300 MHz
LIDAR: Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging, metering technique that use a light pulse
to measure distances
PTS: People Tracking System, used here as synonym of Indoor Positioning System
PLC: Power Line Communication, system where data and power supplier are using same
cables
RFID: Radio Frequency Identification, identification and tracking systems that use Radio
Frequency Electro-Magnetic waves
RSSI: Received Signal Strength Indication, parameter used to deduce the target position
from the power of signals received from many RF emitters
RTLS: Real Time Locating System, positioning system that work in real time
SMCS: Safety Monitoring and Control System, Software that manage all safety systems
on board of large vessels
TDOA: Time Difference Of Arrival, parameter used to deduce the target position from the
time a signal need to reach RF reference receivers
TOF: Time Of flight, similar to LIDAR it is a metering technique that use a light pulse to
measure distances, not necessarily LASER light
UHF: Ultra High Frequency, it refers to RF frequency in the range of 300 MHz-3 GHz

6 Location Technology analysis
The purpose of locating people on board of a ship could be fulfilled, in principle, by means
of many locating technologies available on the market and successfully utilized in other
field [1]. These technologies utilize different medium to sense the presence of a person:
Light, Sound, Radio Frequency signal (electromagnetic waves below 10GHz frequency).
We evaluated most promising and widely utilized approaches based on each of the above
mentioned medium:
-

Time of flight technologies (that use light to sense people)
Vision based technologies (that use light to sense people)
Ultra-sound technologies(that use sounds to sense people)
WiFi technologies (that use RF signals to sense people)
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-

RFID technologies (that use RF signals to sense people)

A first analysis of the state of the art by literature evaluation and suppliers interviews was
performed on all of the mentioned technologies. Despite all of them showed interesting
features that make them suitable for specific onboard application domains, we decided to
focus on RFID technologies for extensive test campaign because these technologies can
guarantee the broadest coverage of people tracking systems requirement as identified on
[2], as we will see in the following sections.
In this chapter we are describing possible usage of the above mentioned technology in the
field of indoor positioning on board of a ship. Advantages and drawback are highlighted
(paragraphs 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5)
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6.1 Light based technologies: Time of flight devices
Using the same approach of a RADAR system, it is possible to measure the distance of
an object measuring the time needed for a light pulse to reach that object and flight back
to the emitter (LIDAR). If many light pulses are sent from the same emitter on different
directions, and the travel time of back reflected pulses coming from various direction is
measured, then it is possible to capture a 3D model of the environment, or in other words
it is possible to take a true 3D picture of the room. If many 3D pictures are taken at a
suitable frame rate and then properly analyzed, it is possible to detect moving objects and
to identify the their nature. Devices able to take such true 3D pictures are usually referred
as TOF (Time Of Flight) devices. Those devices combine a light emission system that
emits the light probe signal and a light sensor or a matrix of sensitive devices that detect
the reflected light probe signal. This devices are active image sensors because they
detect light that they emit, whereas standard 2D CMOS cameras are passive image
sensors because they detect the light coming from the environment. There are mainly two
ways of realizing such devices: 1) using an integrated CMOS imager able to evaluate the
Time of flight of each pixel (3D TOF cameras), usually these devices use LED light; 2)
using a single pixel time of flight sensor combined with a mechanical system that scan the
environment by changing the light emitted angle (scanning TOF devices), usually these
devices use LASER light. Both approach usually offer low resolution, compared to
standard level 2D imagers. Resolution is currently the most limiting factor of such
technology.
More details on how 3D TOF devices work are described, for example, in [3].
TOF devices can be properly combined in many different systems in order to fulfill specific
requirements of a wide range of application scenarios. As far as indoor positioning is
concerned, most interesting application are people counting and volume & perimeter
intrusion detection, as described in next two paragraphs.

TOF
device

Emmitted
light
pulse
Back
reflected
TOF (Time of
light pulse
flight)

tim
e

Figure 1- Time Of Flight principle.

6.1.1 People counter
Most reliable people counter devices can be realized by a couple of TOF 3D devices
interconnected and placed over an access point (e.g. over a door). Each camera is able to
detect and recognize the profile of a person passing below it (see Figure 1), so if one
MONALISA 2.0 - INDOOR POSITIONING SYSTEM: PTS DESIGN
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camera is closer to the access point, comparing the time of detection of the two cameras it
is possible to decide if the detected person is entering or leaving the room.

Figure 2 - People counter based on TOF
cameras can recognize the profile of a
people passing below them and detect the direction of the movement.

Equipping by such device each access point of a room, it is possible to count people
entering and leaving the room and then it is possible to know in each point in time how
many people are in the room.
Mentioned devices, based on TOF technology, can guarantee pretty high reliability.
Reliability higher than 99% has been declared 1. This technology works detecting and
analyzing the 3D morphology of object crossing passing beneath them. Then has been
demonstrated that the few case of misinterpretation and wrong counting are related to
situations where the morphology of a crossing person is heavily altered by carrying very
unusual objects or by wearing very unusual clothes.
Utilizing a 3D TOF camera offering higher resolution and larger field of view, it would be in
principle possible to perform people counting by just one camera and a more
sophisticated software, able to recognize and track human profiles (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 - 3D profile of 2 people standing and
passing beneath a 3D TOF camera

1

TM

See for example the people counter 3D MLI Sensor from IEE.
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6.1.2 Perimeter and volume detectors
Placing a TOF scanning device close to the room floor and oriented in a way such that the
field is parallel to the floor, it is possible to create a “virtual sensing floor” ( see for example
able to detect each alteration in time of a given objects positions. In other words, the 3D
TOF device can make a 3D picture of the room and can detect and evaluate in any
occurred modification in real time (see Figure 4). This technology is mainly used as antiintrusion system, for indoor and outdoor detection (Figure 5).

Figure 4 - a 3D TOF camera can make a 3D picture of the objects configuration and then can detect in
real time any object position variation or new objects (or people) movements in the room.

Figure 5 - Outdoor anti-intrusion system based on 3d TOF virtual sensing floor.

Cameras can be also placed and oriented in order to create virtual sensing walls all
around a defined perimeter: each object or people crossing these walls is detected in real
time. This configuration is typically used for perimeter protection in outdoor scenarios.
Main difference between people counting devices and volume detectors is that the last
one allow to detect pretty well if there is something moving or standing in a certain
volume, that means that they can track an object also if it moves inside a room. However
volume detector are usually less precise in counting people entering or leaving the room.
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6.1.3 Conclusion on Time of flight detectors
Time of flight technology based systems are very good in detecting people and objects
moving in a room. I general they can offer following advantages:
-

precise people counting service.
Possibility to track people in a room
Not influenced by metallic objects and walls
They do not require people wearing any device
They are not influenced by EM emission, then they work pretty well also inside
machinery rooms close to equipments

On the other hand, TOF approach has some limitations when considered for an indoor
people locating system:
- It is not possible to identify people detected
- 3D TOF devices have low resolution , then the number of installed devices and
their orientation have to be designed to properly capture the scene in any possible
condition of people flow
- Intense infrared light can interfere with the TOF mechanism, so TOF device
installation has to be properly tested against any possible room illumination
condition
- TOF based system cannot detect hidden people (by clothes or other objects)
In conclusion, TOF technology has the main limitation that cannot identify the detected
people. All of the other limitation can be take under control by proper installation
calibration. Then, the many advantages offered makes TOF devices a very interesting
solution for all of the applications where only the knowledge of number of people is
required.
In specific the application scenario selected for MONALISA 2.0 pilot system the
knowledge of the detected people identity is mandatory (e.g. for roll call operation). Then
TOF technology is not suitable and will not be analyzed further in the present study.
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6.2 Vision based technologies
Cameras technology has been improved dramatically over past decade. This has
happened thanks to huge improvements on CMOS cameras resolution and speed, and on
important progress on image elaboration science (see [4]). Most applications driving the
mentioned evolutions fall in the security domain, that became very sensitive domain after
sad events of 11th September terroristic attacks.
Today many systems, commercially available or under development by scientific
community, allows to locate and track people using images streaming coming from a
CCTV system.
The basic principle of working is quite simple: an environment is monitored by CCTV
system that send all of images streaming to a central elaboration unit. Trough proper
software working on such centralized unit, people images are extracted from the whole
scene and analyzed. Following analysis are reported as possible:
1) People locating and tracking
2) Behavior classification an suspect behavior identification
3) People identification trough face recognition

Figure 6 - People tracking based on CCTV video streams analysis

Many algorithms and approaches have been proposed to implement the above listed
functionalities. People locating and tracking seems to be quite mature and precise. Most
advanced systems performs quite well in crowded scenarios and are able to deal also with
multiple people clusters and occlusions. However this system require quite some
calculation power and time to give good results (see for example [5]).
Behavior analysis and classification is a very promising field currently subject to intense
investigation. However it appears to be still not very mature. Different approaches have
been proposed (see [4]) each of them being focused on a specific application domain:
surveillance, medical studies, robotics.
In some cases, CCTV people tracking system integrate certain identity recognition feature
realized by face recognition algorithms. This feature is very interesting for on board people
tracking application as we are evaluating in MONALISA projects. Face recognition
technology is today quite mature and very high reliability in recognition have been
reported [6]. However in real time operation, when tracked people move in a casual way
and are not spontaneously aligning their face on the recognition system (non cooperative
target), the automatic face recognition success rate drops dramatically, e.g. more then
10% of success rate drop by 10 ° of face pose angle have been reported (see [6]).
MONALISA 2.0 - INDOOR POSITIONING SYSTEM: PTS DESIGN
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6.2.1 Conclusion on Vision based detectors
Vision based systems are very promising approach in detecting people and objects
moving in a room. Many of such systems are already successfully utilized in many
applications scenario, like video surveillance. In general they can offer following
advantages:
- Possibility to identify and track people in a room
- Not influenced by metallic objects and walls
- They do not require people wearing any device
- They are not influenced by EM emission, then they work pretty well also inside machinery
rooms close to equipments
- Very high resolution camera available at reasonable price, then the number of cameras to
be installed can be minimized
- Many different types of cameras are available on the marked allowing good vision in a
wide range of illumination condition.
On the other hand, Vision based approach has some limitations when considered for an
indoor people locating system:
- People identification is base on facial recognition that is still not able to guarantee high
success rate operating with non cooperative targets
- High amount of computation power is needed when many people have to be tracked
- High amount of time is needed to track a people in a scene, especially in case of many
people cluster
- Vision based system cannot detect hidden people (by clothes or other objects)
Despite vision based technology helps overcoming many problems that affects people
tracking on board of a vessel, its performances drops down significantly when too many
people move too fast in the scenery. During a roll-call at muster station it is common to
have many people to be detected, on the other hand, in case of emergency situation,
people is running across access point to escape from dangerous rooms. Then it is clear
how a vision based approach in the mentioned application scenario could either give poor
performances or require huge computation power. On other word, in the application
scenario identified to realize MONALISA indoor positioning system, a vision based
approach shows some risk of not reaching required performances. For this reason this
approach will not be further investigated in the present study.

6.3 Ultra-sound technologies
A people (and object) tracking system can be realized using a proper combination for RF
signal and Ultrasound. In this approach, many emitting devices, called beacons, are fixed
to reference points and periodically emit at the same point in time an RF signals carrying
information on their position and an ultrasound signal. Each tracked people must carry a
device, called Listener, that receive both RF and ultrasound signal. The time needed for
the ultrasound signal to reach the listener can be calculated as difference between time of
arrival of RF and Ultrasound signals (considering that RF signal reach the listener
approximately instantaneously). Knowing sound travel time, it is possible to calculate the
distance between listener and beacon. Knowing position and distance of at least 3
beacons, each listener can calculate its position and send it to the people tracking system
through RF signal (see for example [7]).
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Figure 7 - Ultrasound technology, localization by trilateration

To have good reliability at system level, emission events by all beacons must be properly
synchronized in order to avoid RF and sound signals coming from different beacons
interfere to each other.

6.3.1 Conclusion on ultra-sound detectors
Ultrasound system show many advantages respect light based technologies and pure RF
based technologies:
- Possibility to identify and track people in a room
- Not influenced by metallic objects and walls
- Possibility to detect hidden people
- Computational power needed is not very high
On the other hand, Vision based approach has some limitations when considered for an
indoor people locating system:
- It is required people wearing a locating device
- They could be influenced by EM emission
- Computational power needed at centralized people tracking system is not very
high
- Beacons emission synchronization require quite some time. That could limit the
number of people that can be tracked at the same time
- Quite some power is consumed by listener device. That could lead to either device
carrying quite some batteries or to a device that requires often battery change or
re-charge
- The system can be disturbed by noisy environments
- Sound reflection (echoes) could lead to false reading in environments with
complex topology
Ultrasound technology is an interesting approach because helps overcoming many issues
affecting light based and pure RF based technologies. However it seems to be not reliable
enough in case of complex topologies and noisy environments. Furthermore, the high
power required by the locating device, make it difficult to be implemented in a real on
board scenario. Because of these reasons, Ultrasound approach will not be further
investigated in the present study.
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6.4 Wi-Fi technologies
Wireless LANs are nowadays spread on all environments, including maritime and non
maritime scenarios. Then it is reasonable to consider the possibility to use such already
available infrastructure to perform also people tracking functionality. Many approaches to
reach that goal have been proposed so far. Next two paragraphs are describing the most
promising ones.

6.4.1 Pure WiFi overview
Most promising People tracking system based on WiFi LANs are mainly based on
following items:
1) WiFi infrastructure covering all of the rooms under control in a way that in each
point at least three acces points are reachable.
2) Each tracked people carry a mobile device (TAG) able to detect RF signal coming
from WiFi access point. The TAG can perform following activities:
a. The TAG can measure the power of WiFi signals received from all of the
access points.
b. The TAG can read the identifier of each WiFi acces point.
c. The TAG can send the pair (WiFi acces point ID, Power of signal coming
from the WiFi acces Point) to the People Tracking system software trough
WiFi connection.
3) The People Tracking Software can calculate the position of each TAG from the
received pair mentioned on point 2.d.

The most critical Point in the described system is the TAG calculation based on WiFi
signal power received by the TAG. That calculation can be performed on two ways ( see
for example [8]):
1) Trilateration approach (Figure 8). In this a approach the power information is
transformed in distance information. Then knowing the tag distance to at least three
reference point it is possible to calculate the TAG position.
2) Fingerprint approach (see Figure 9). This is a two phases methodology. During the first
phase, the training phase, a reference TAG is moved around in the monitored rooms. At
some specific reference points carefully selected, the signal power received from each
acces point is recorded together with the position of the reference TAG. In this way the
fingerprint database is built. During the positioning phase, some TAG moves around and
need to be tracked. To reach that goal, each TAG measure the power received from all of
the WiFi access point and compare these measurements with data in the fingerprint
database through an appropriate search an d math algorithm. The outcome is the likeliest
position of the TAG.
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Figure 8 - WiFi locating system based on trilateration

Figure 9 - WiFi locating system based on fingerprinting

A vessel environment is very complex and very hostile to systems based on pure RF
signals. In fact metallic nature of the ship structure make RF signal reflection and
channeling very possible. That makes nearly impossible performing locating by
trilateration. Fingerprinting is the only approach that can be considered on board.
However it is still not very effective and reliable and it requires an intensive and expensive
installation activity to perform the system training.
An additional disadvantage using WiFi technology for people tracking, is that at the typical
signal frequency utilized for WiFi LANs (above 2.4GHz) the body is acting as a very
effective shield. In principle, if person’s body is between the carried TAG and the WiFi
access point, the detected power is heavily reduced easily leading to position
misinterpretation. This phenomenon reduces the reliability of the single locating event.
Furthermore, the WiFi coverage must be oversized to guarantee a precise localization.
For example, in case of trilateration in each at least three WiFi device access devices
must be reachable. In fingerprint approach some relaxation on this requirement is
possible. However the basic WLAN infrastructure could be not enough for locating
purposes and some additional hardware could be needed.
Mentioned disadvantages can be overcome to some degree by the usage of fixed locating
devices, as described on the next paragraph.
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6.4.2 WiFi and fixed locating devices
To improve performances and reliability of people tracking system based on WiFi, it is
possible to separate the positioning event in two steps:
1) TAG position definition
2) TAG Position communication to people tracking central system
To fulfill the first task some systems uses additional devices that are located inside the
environment at reference points. These devices send a low frequency signal to tell their
position to TAGS next to them. After receiving that signals, each TAG communicate to the
people tracking system, through WLAN, the time, its ID and the received position, fulfilling
the second task.
This approach improves positioning reliability (low frequency is less prone to body
shielding effect and to guide-wave effects through the metallic structure of the vessel),
improve positioning accuracy, does not require any expensive training phase to build the
fingerprint database. This approach is already successfully utilized in industrial sector 2.

6.4.3 Conclusion on WiFi
WiFi people tracking approach, when assisted by fixed locating devices, is very effective
approach, able to fulfill most of the requirements coming from onboard positioning system
application scenarios:
-

Possibility to identify and track people in a room
Manageable influence by metallic objects and walls
Possibility to detect hidden people
Low computational power needed
Possibility to track many people
Relatively small TAG power consumption allowing couple of year battery lifetime

On the other hand, some drawbacks are still present also with the mentioned WiFi
approach:
-

It is required people wearing a locating device
They could be influenced by EM emission
Fixed locating device need either power supply infrastructure or battery change
maintenance procedure
WiFi infrastructure must cover the whole region under people tracking control

In conclusion, WiFi combined with fixed locating device is a good candidate to make an
indoor positioning system onboard of a vessel. However some RFID technologies (as we
will see on the next paragraphs) show similar performances and do not have any
requirement on the ship infrastructure. That seems to be a more general scenario then
more suitable for investigation inside MONALISA project.

2

See for example http://www.aeroscout.com/industrial.
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6.5 RFID TECHNOLOGIES
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) field has been deeply investigated over last two
decades, many patents were issued (e.g. [9]) and many devices and systems, have been
released. RFID commercial products demonstrated excellent results on many application
fields, as logistics, safety and also people tracking 3. For these reasons we decided to
investigate deeply RFID field on its technology implementation that appear to be most
promising for an onboard people tracking system.
Generally speaking RFID system is based on:
1) Mobile device called TAG, carried by the person or object that has to be traced
2) Fixed device called reader, located in fixed positions, that can communicate with
mobile TAGs through RF signals. Readers are usually connected to proper
network and can send the results of mentioned communication to a Middleware
software.
3) Middleware software analyze, filter, classify and store the received information,
enabling desired functionalities, like identification, positioning, etc.
In following paragraphs we analyze three main RFID approaches: Active RFID (paragraph
6.5.1), Passive RFID (paragraph 6.5.2) and Multiple frequency RFID (paragraph 6.5.3).
Then some aspects of RFID standards are discussed (paragraphs 6.5.3 and 6.5.4).

6.5.1 Active RFID
Active RFID are systems where TAGS are active, that means that they use internal
batteries to performs their activities (mainly communicating with readers).
Currently on the market there are a few examples of People Tracking realized through
active RFID 4.
Active RFID systems are usually composed by:
- Active Tags, transponder equipped with a battery, able to emit a RF signal at a
pre-defined rate, typically in the range of one signal every 1-2s. The RF signal
carries the unique ID of the TAG. The TAG must be carried by the tracked person.
- Reader, mounted in a fixed position, able to decode the signal emitted by the tag
and to route it to the People tracking software
- Reader Antenna, device connected to the reader, able to detect the analog signal
emitted by the TAG.
- TAG antenna, device integrated into to the TAG, able to send the analog signal
emitted by the TAG.
- Middleware Software, an intermediate application level that receive, filter,
elaborate and store the data coming from all of the readers.
Many techniques can be used for TAG position detection in real time (RTLS, Real Time
Locating System). The most common are:
• RSSI: Received Signal Strength Indication, measuring the signal strength received
from the reader and transmitted by Tag. The TAG is considered to be at the
location point of the reader that detect the maximum signal power.
3

See for example
http://www.identecgroup.com/index.php?option=com_wrapper&view=wrapper&Itemid=59
4 See for example http://www.identecgroup.com
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•

TDOA: Time Difference Of Arrival, the distance between Tag and Reader is
directly proportional to the time it takes for the signal to propagate between the
two. The TAG is considered to be at the location point of the reader that first detect
the signal.

Through these two measurements, calculated by Reader, the high-level software
"Middleware software" is in charge to calculation the position of the tag.
In summary, the RTLS process can be described as follow:
• The tags emit into space RF signal carrying its own identifier with fixed scan rate.
• A number of Reader receives the identifier and associates this to one or both of
the values described before (RSSI and TDOA).
• All of the readers send to Middleware software all of the received identifiers
together with the time stamp and the specific power of the received signal
• Middleware Software determines the position of the each TAG with specific
algorithms based on TDOA and RSSI level;
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6.5.2 Passive RFID
Passive RFID are systems where TAGs do not have any battery and receive from RF
signal coming from the reader all the power they need to performs their activities (mainly
communicating with readers).
Currently on the market Passive RFID systems are used mainly for tracking objects.
The Passive RFID systems are divided into two major categories:
Near Field:
• The tags are magnetic and are used to read at very close distances <1m.
• The working frequencies of the tag are:
LH (low frequency): 125 kHz;
HF (High Frequency): 13.56MHz;
Far Filed:
• The tags is EM (electromagnetic) are used to read up to 10m.
• The working frequencies of the tag are:
UHF (Ultra low high frequency): 433 MHz;
UHF (ultra high frequency medium): 860-960 MHz;
UHF (ultra high frequency high): 2.4 GHz;
A Passive RFID system is composed of:
- Passive Tags, able to emit a RF signal in response to an RF signal received form
the reader. The RF signal carries the unique ID of the TAG. The TAG must be
carried by the tracked person.
- Reader, mounted in a fixed position, able to interrogate TAGs, to decode the
signals emitted by them and to route received information to the People tracking
software
- Reader Antenna, device connected to the reader, able to send signal and power to
TAGs, to detect the analog signal emitted by the TAG.
- TAG Antenna, device integrated into the TAG, able to take power and the analog
signal sent by the reader and to send back the TAG response.
- Middleware Software, an intermediate application level that receive, filter,
elaborate and store the data coming from all of the readers.
The main differences of this technology compared to the Active type, as described above:
• The TAG uses the energy transmitted from reader to feed and to transmit its
identifier
• The tag can transmit its identifier only when it is within range of the reader and is
able to capture sufficient energy

6.5.3 Multiple frequency RFID
Multiple frequency RFID are special Active RFID systems where more than one frequency
is used to establish the communication between TAGs and readers.
Multiple Frequency RFID system is composed of:
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-

-

-

Active Tags, transponder equipped with
o a battery
o a transmitter, able to emit a RF signal in UHF range in response to a
received signal in LH range.
o A receiver sensitive in LH frequency range
Usually the TAG is not emitting, however once it receives a signal (LH frequency
range) from the reader, it sends a UHF signal back to the reader. The signal sent
back to the reader carries the unique ID of the TAG and the unique ID of the
reader. The TAG must be carried by the tracked person.
Reader, mounted in a fixed position, is equipped by:
o An Activator module able to send an LH range to wake up the TAG(wake
up signal),
o A Receiver module able receive the UHF response signal coming from the
TAG
o A network connection module able to route data to the People tracking
Middleware.
Reader Antennas, devices connected to the reader, able to send LH wake up
signal and to detect UHF analog signal emitted by the TAG.
TAG antennas, devices integrated into to the TAG, able detect LH signal from the
reader and to send the analog signal back to it.
Middleware Software, an intermediate application level that receive, filter,
elaborate and store the data coming from all of the readers

The principle of operation follows the below described phases:
•
•
•
•

the Reader emits a wake-up signal in LH frequency range carrying the reader ID.
TAGs located in the coverage area, wake up and transmits back their ID as well as
the reader ID to the reader trough and UHF signal
the reader receives the identifier of the TAG, its own identifier so it understand that
the TAG is located close to it (it could receive signals from TAGs awaked by other
readers as well).
The reader sent to middleware software TAGs ID of reader closed to it and time
stamp.
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Figure 10 - Multiple Frequency RFID operation scheme

The frequencies used in these systems are:
• For wake up signal 125 KHz
• For communication from TAG to Reader 868 MHz to 2.4GHz
This operation mode is very effective because at LH frequency human body is not acting
as a shield and because Wave-Guide effect is not very effective. That means that a
reader can weak-up in a very reliable way readers close to it.

6.5.4 Frequency and standard protocol
RFID technology is very mature. Frequency domains utilized for RFID systems have been
classified and reserved. The following table summarize the frequency used in RFID
systems, and the reference standards for RFID system.

Frequency:
Standard
ISO
Standard
EPCglobal

LF
125kHz
134 kHz

HF
13.56 MHz

18000-2

18000-3
mode 1 or 2

-

13.56 class 1

UHF Medium
868 MHz (EU)
915 MHz (USA)
950 MHz (JAPAN)
18000-6
type A-B-C
Class 0
Class 1
Class 1 Gen2

UHF High
2.45 GHz

18000-4
mode 1 or 2
-

The following tables show the reference standards for communications LF, HF and UHF.
Following one of the below mentioned protocol standard is not compulsory.
Reference standard
EN-300440-1 V1.5.1

Frequency
1 GHz to 40 GHz
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EN-300328 V1.8.1
EN-302208-1 V1.1.1
ISO-IEC 18000-6
EN-300220-1 V2.4.1
TR102756 V1.1.1
EN-300330-1 V1.7.1
EN-300330-2 V1.5.1
ECC Report 135

2.4 GHz
865 MHz to 868 MHz
860 MHz to 960 MHz
25 MHz to 1GHz
9kHz to 148.5 kHz
9kHz to 30 MHz
9kHz to 148.5 kHz
9kHz to 148.5 kHz

6.5.5 Comparison
In the following table a comparison is made of the three technologies taken into analysis
in relation to the main requirements that the system must meet.
Requirements Active RFID

Passive RFID

Precision

The accuracy of
these systems is
less than 5 meters
and is not delegated
to the middleware
software

Speed

Localization
reliability

The systems based on
active RFID use an
active TAG type that
have a very wide area
of coverage.
It follows that the
accuracy in these
systems is extremely
complex and totally
delegated to the
middleware software.
This technology has no
limit of the speed with
which the TAG moves
With this technology it
is extremely difficult to
ensure a reliability of
99.9%

With this technology,
the maximum speed
of the TAG is 1 m / s
With this technology
it is possible to
ensure a reliability of
99.9%
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Multiple
Frequency
RFID
The accuracy of these
systems is less than 5
meters and is not
delegated to the
middleware software

With this technology,
the maximum speed of
the TAG is 2 m / s
With this technology it
is possible to ensure a
reliability of 99.9%
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7 Positioning technologies TESTS
In this chapter performed tests are described in details and main results are analyzed.
Paragraph 7.1 deals with Active RFID technology, whereas paragraph 7.2 describes test
on Passive RFID and 0 reports tests performed on Multiple Frequencies technology.

7.1 RFID Active
7.1.1 Manufacturer selection
There are many Active RFID system provider available on the market. Most of them are
devoted on object tracking mainly in industrial domain or on logistics field.
We decided to select Identec solutions group because is well recognized leader on Active
RFID systems and because it can show real case of people tracking systems applied in
field showing many similarities with Maritime fields, like mining and offshore platform.
Furthermore technology provided by Identec is well know by Martec because it was used
in the past to realize prototypes and trials (before MONALISA 2.0 Project) of people
tracking systems.
Under MONALISA project we tested Identec system in a test set-up compatible with of the
test performed on order technology, in order to have not biased data easy to compare.

7.1.2 Technology description

Antennas

Reader

Reader
TAGS

Figure 11 - Active RFID equipment used for Tests

Identec system is typical Active RFID system. To perform our tests we utilize two readers
able to drive two antennas each and 5 active TAGS emitting a signal every 2 seconds.
The two readers are connected trough a daisy chain. Dedicated network route positioning
rough data to a server where Middleware software runs. An additional server uses
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Middleware output to implement proper business logic and to provide required data to final
user work station.
A simplified system architecture is reported in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Active RFID system architecture

7.1.3 OEM Module (Reader)
Reader we utilized is Identec IPORT-M. that Reader communicates with TAGS through a
proprietary protocol using RF signal in the range of 868MHz.
Main features of such Reader are below reported:
- Frequency 868MHz
- Power < 1W
- Data rate 115kBps
- Size 97x67x97 mm
- Up to two antennas can be connected

The reader can be configured in order to properly calibrate its detection capability.
Most important parameters are:
- Amplification: the readers contains a pre-amplifier that enhance received signal
before decoding and before power measurement
- Attenuation: the reader can attenuate the signal before the decoding and before
power measurement
- Threshold: it is possible to set a threshold on the power of signal received from the
TAGS such that each signals with power lower than that threshold are ignored
Amplification, attenuation and Threshold are useful in the system calibration phase to
compensate some spurious effects (like reflection and wave guide effect) that could lead
to false positioning.
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7.1.4 Antennas
Antennas connected to the reader are Yagi directional antennas. Main property of such
antennas is that they are very sensitive in a specific field of view and their gain drops
down at angles that deviate from the main direction.

Figure 13 - Yagi antenna used in active RFID system

TAG antenna is not accessible because in integrated inside the TAG, so it is not possible
to know its shape and characteristics’.

7.1.5 TAG
TAGs we used in our tests send their identification number every two seconds. However
they can be pre-programmed in order to change that rate from 0.5 second to 1 minute.
Communication range TAG-reader of more than 70m on open air has been reported.
Some additional interesting characteristics of these TAGs are here below reported:
-

-

Communication frequency 868 MHz
Ping rate: 0.5 - 60 sec.
Transmission power < 1 mW
Battery life time (2s ping rate): 4 y
Size: 56 mm × 30 mm × 12 mm
IP 65

7.1.6 Active RFID Test 1
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This test was performed to verify the coverage area of the reader without Amplification.
The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.1.6.1

Test equipment

Reader
Antenna
TAG

7.1.6.2

IPORT-M
Yagi
Active IDENTEC proprietary TAG

Test condition

The antenna of the reader is positioned on the ceiling at 45° and at a distance of 3 meters
from the floor.
The TAG is worn by the person.
The person walking at a speed of 1 m / S.
No threshold was programmed on the reader.
No amplification nor attenuation was programmed on the reader.

Antenna

Figure 14 - Active RFID test 1

7.1.6.3

Results

TAG distance
1m
5m
10m

Number of TAG
positioning events
100
100
100

Number of detection
100
100
100

7.1.7 Active RFID Test 2
This test was performed to verify the capability of two antennas to properly locate TAG
position. The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.1.7.1
Reader

Test equipment
IPORT-M
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Antenna
TAG

7.1.7.2

Yagi
Active IDENTEC proprietary TAG

Test condition

Two antennas are positioned on the ceiling at 45° pointing at different direction.
The TAG is worn by the person located in the field of view of one of the two antennas at 5
m distance to it. A detection is considered to be good when an antenna locate the TAG
when it is in its field of view.

Figure 15 - Active RFID test 2

7.1.7.3

Results

Condition
Amplification ON
Amplification OFF
(optimal calibration)

Number of TAG
positioning events
100
100

Number of good
detection
60
100

Detection reliability is impacted heavily impacted by amplification parameter, that is
probably due to the fact that amplification saturate the power level equalizing the power
measured by the two antennas despite the TAG position. The amplification must be then
turned off, and this reduce the reader range.
Discrimination capability is very dependent also on metallic objects and on antenna
orientation. So good performance can be obtained only when a good calibration,
environment dependent, has been performed.
System showed also a certain sensitivity to body orientation due to human body shielding
effect. On our specific test setup that effect did not induce false positioning. However on
real application, either a careful calibration activity is performed to avoid false positioning
or specific rules on TAG wearing are implemented in order to minimize human body
interference
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7.1.8 Active RFID tests Conclusion
From performed test results we can derive following conclusions:
Conclusion
Description
1
Reader must not implement any amplification that could lead to a
power signal saturation
2
One single reader can cover a large area, more than 10m
3
During commissioning, a careful calibration activity have to be
performed. The calibration have to be updated at each environment
modification (including furniture movements) when the modification
imply metallic objects.
4
This technology is suitable for the tracking of materials, and for
tracking of persons
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7.2 TEST on RFID Passive
In this paragraph passive RFID technology is analyzed in detail and performed tests are
reported.

7.2.1 Manufacturer selection
RFID passive technology modules provided by well known leader manufacturers have
been evaluated:
Manufacturer
Caen

OEM Module
R1230CB –
QUARK

Thing Magic

Mercury 6e

Skyetec

SkyeModule
M10

Technical specifications declared
• Frequency range: 860 -960 MHz
• Maximum Output Power 23dBm
• UART interface up to 115200 bits / s
• ECP Global-class 1 Gen 2 compliance
• Frequency range: 860 -960 MHz
• Maximum output power 31.5dBm
• Maximum Read: 9m antenna with 6dB
• Ability to read 750 tags / s maximum
• Sensitivity:-75dBm at maximum power
• UART interface-max 921600 bits / s
• ECP Global-class 1 Gen 2 compliance
• Frequency range: 860 -960 MHz
• Maximum Output Power 30dBm
• UART interface up to 115200 bits / s
• ECP Global-class 1 Gen 2 compliance

From a preliminary evaluation phase, the OEM module Mercury 6e by Thing Magic was
identified as most powerful one. Because of that reason we concentrated out testing
efforts on it.

7.2.2 Technology description
To perform the tests, we chose the OEM module Mercury 6e produced by Thing Magic
company.
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The OEM module is installed on a development kit that includes:
• Development kit
• OEM Module Mercury 6e (Installed on the development kit)
• Antenna
• Passive TAG
• BAP Tag
• Cabling
• Software

Figure 16 - Passive RFIDMercury 6e evaluation kit
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7.2.3 OEM Module (Reader)
The following image shows the block diagram of the OEM module.

Figure 17 - Mercury 6e reader architecture

As it can be seen from the above figure, Mercury 6e reader is compatible with EPC Gen 2
Protocol, what is a very good feature because enable the usage of multi-vendor TAGs.

7.2.4 Antenna
The antennas that can be used in a passive RFID system can be divided into two main
categories:
1- Antenna with linear polarization where the signal propagates in a single plane

2- Antenna with circular polarization where the signal spreads over two levels,
creating a circular effect:
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The first type is very suitable when the orientation of the tag is fixed, while the second is
more effective when the orientation and the position of the tag are unknown.
On the people locating system, do not knowing the TAG position, circular polarized
antenna must be used.

7.2.5 TAG
The tag designed for passive RFID systems are divided into two main categories:
1- Passive TAG which draw by reader RF signal all the energy needed to supply
power to internal operations and to generating RF response.
2- BAP TAG (Battery Assisted Passive) which draw some energy from the reader
and some from TAG battery. The great advantage of this type is that they have a
greater sensitivity.
In addition, the tag can be customized with different types of antenna depending on the
applications.
The main types of antennas are:
1- Dipole Antenna which provides greater sensitivity, but the antenna of the reader
and the tag must be aligned on the same axis.

2- 3D Antenna has less sensitivity but it provides good receiving gain also when the
antenna of the reader and the TAG are not aligned.
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Some preliminary tests were performed, to verify the performance of the two types of
antenna.
From these tests it was found that the 3D antennas provides better performances.
Below reported test were performed on both pure passive and BAP TAGS, both equipped
with 3D antenna.

7.2.6 Passive RFID Test 1
This test was performed to verify the coverage area of the reader at maximum power, with
the two types of TAGs. The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.2.6.1

Test equipment

Reader
Antenna

OEM Module Mercury 6e
Circular polarization Thing Magic MT242025/TRH/A/K/A
3D Passive
3D BAP

TAG

7.2.6.2

Test condition

The antenna, reader and the TAGs are placed on wooden supports as in the image
below. The reader output power was set to 36 dBm.

Antenna
TAG

Figure 18 - Passive RFID Test 1
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7.2.6.3

Results

TAG Type:

Maximum coverage distance:

Passive
BAP

6 mt
12 mt

7.2.7 Passive RFID Test 2
This test was performed to verify positioning capability of the system with the two types of
TAG worn by a person when reader antenna is on the ceiling and its main direction is
perpendicular to the ceiling. The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.2.7.1

Test equipment

Reader
Antenna

OEM Module Mercury 6e
Circular polarization Thing Magic MT242025/TRH/A/K/A
3D Passive
3D BAP

TAG

7.2.7.2

Test condition

The antenna of the reader is positioned on the ceiling at a distance of 3 meters from the
floor.
The TAG is worn by the person and placed in the pocket.
The person walking at a speed of 1 m / S.
The output power of the reader was set to 36 dBm.

Antenna

Figure 19 - Passive RFID test 2

7.2.7.3

Results
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TAG Type:

Number of steps
Number of detection:
made with a single
tag

Passive
BAP

10
100

No Detection
47

Bad positioning capability of pure passive TAG can be related mainly to human body
shielding effect and to the TAG orientation. To avoid that effect in any TAG wearing
condition, the RF power emitted by the reader should be well above regulation limits.

7.2.8 Passive RFID Test 3
This test was performed to verify positioning capability of the system with the two types of
TAG worn by a person when reader antenna is on the ceiling and its main direction is at
45° respect to the ceiling. The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.2.8.1

Test equipment

Reader
Antenna

OEM Module Mercury 6e
Circular polarization Thing Magic MT242025/TRH/A/K/A
3D Passive
3D BAP

TAG

7.2.8.2

Test condition

The antenna of the reader is positioned on the ceiling at 45° and at a distance of 3 meters
from the floor.
The TAG is worn by the person and placed in the pocket.
The person walking at a speed of 1 m / S.
The output power of the reader was set to 36 dBm.

Antenna

Figure 20 - Passive RFID test 3

7.2.8.3
TAG Type:

Results
Number of steps made
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Number of detection:
37

Passive
BAP

with a single tag
100
100

8
73

These results show that antenna orientation can improve positioning capability but the
limit of this technology in people tracking application is still very evident.

7.2.9 Passive RFID Test 4
This test was performed to verify the coverage area of the reader at maximum power, with
the two types of TAG worn by a person, when two antennas are utilize and oriented in
different way. Please not that in this case both antennas are considered at the same
position and are utilized to locate the TAG on the same area. The test was performed on
Martec’s lab.

7.2.9.1

Test equipment

Reader
Antenna

OEM Module Mercury 6e
Two circular polarization Thing Magic
MT-242025/TRH/A/K/A
3D Passive
3D BAP

TAG

7.2.9.2

Test Condition

Two antennas reader are positioned on the ceiling at 45° and at a distance of 3 meters
from the floor. There is an angle of 45° between main directions of the two antennas.
The TAG is worn by the person inside the pocket.
The person walking at a speed of 1 m / S.
The output power of the reader was set to 36 dBm.

Figure 21 - Passive RFID test 3

7.2.9.3
TAG Type:

Results
Number of steps made
with a single tag
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Number of detection:

38

Passive
100
12
BAP
100
93
These results confirm antenna orientation effect on passive RFID reliability.
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7.2.10

Conclusion

From performed test results we can derive following conclusions.
Conclusion Description:
1
If the TAG is placed in contact with the human body, the system has a
huge degradation on area coverage
2
To ensure adequate detection of the TAG placed in contact with the
human body, it is required an RF power of 36 dBm, which is equivalent
to an electric field strength equal to 11V / m
The allowed power limit is 6V / m
3
In addition to what is mentioned in the previous item, to ensure proper
detection of the TAG placed in contact with the human body, it is
necessary to install two antennas for each reader
Pure passive TAG cannot be utilized in people tracking systems. Only
BAP TAGs showed a reasonable performances.
4
This technology is suitable for the tracking of materials, but it is not
suitable for the tracking people
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7.3 TEST on RFID Multiple frequency
In this chapter is analyzed in detail the Multiple frequency technology and reported the
tests performed.

7.3.1 Technology description
This technology could solve the major problems that have been encountered in passive
and active technologies.
The principle of operation, previously described in paragraph 6.5.3, is showed in Figure
22.

READER + ACTIVATOR
RECEIVER
868 MHz
Or
2.4 GHz

ACTIVATOR
125 kHz

TRANSMITTER
868 MHz
Or
2.4 GHz

WAKEUP
RECEIVER
125 kHz

TAG
Figure 22 - Multiple frequency RFID system, principle of operation

The components of this technology are described in the following paragraphs and include:
• Reader+Activator
• TAG

7.3.2 Technology selection
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Multiple frequency RFID is a well known technology. However very few systems are
commercially available. As far as we know the only two provider of such technology
available on the market are Identec group and Martec.
Identec offer a special add on to its Active RFID system that can transform it in multiple
frequency system.
Martec system is implementing pure multiple frequency approach and was specifically
design to work in complex hostile environments with high level of metals and with non
cooperative targets. For those reasons Martec RFID technology was selected to perform
an intensive test campaign on lab and onboard.
Next paragraphs are describing main components of Martec Multiple frequency RFID
system and the performed tests. The tests on this technology have been carried out in
Martec laboratory and onboard Aida Stella Cruise Vessel.

7.3.3 Reader and Antenna
Reader Architecture is schematized in Figure 23.
The primary components of the reader are:
• The microcontroller that manages the generation of the wake-up signal, the UHF
communication and serial communication to the management system.
• The wake-up signal generator (LH frequency domain)
• The transceiver that generates and receives the UHF signal

Figure 23 - Multiple frequency reader architecture

The Two antennas needed to generate wake up signal and to receive UHF TAG
response are integrated on the reader case.
Figure 25 shows Martec reader in IP 65 case.
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Figure 24 - Martec RFID multiple frequency reader in IP65 case

7.3.4 TAG
Multiple frequency TAG architecture are schematized in Figure 25.
The primary components of the TAG are:
• The microcontroller that manages the operation of the TAG
• The battery for the power supply of the TAG
• The unique serial number to identify the TAG
• The wake-up signal receiver
• The UHF transceiver for communication with the reader

Figure 25 - Multiple Frequency TAG architecture

Figure 26 shows Martec Multiple Frequency RFID TAG.
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Figure 26 - Martec Multiple Frequency RFID TAG

7.3.5 Multiple Frequency RFID Test 1
This test was performed to verify the coverage area of the reader at maximum power. The
test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.3.5.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.5.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test condition

Reader and the tags are placed on wooden supports as in the image below.
The output signal is below the limits imposed by the regulations of 66 dBuA/m at 10 mt.

Reader
TAG

Figure 27 - Multiple frequency RFID test 1
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7.3.5.3

Results

Maximum coverage measured is 8 mt.

7.3.6 Multiple Frequency RFID Test 2
This test was performed to verify the correct detection rate of the system when:
- Reader is on ceiling (3m high)
- TAG is carried by a person moving at 2m/s speed under the reader.
The test was performed on Martec’s lab.

7.3.6.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.6.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

The reader is positioned on the ceiling at a distance of 3 meters from the floor.
The TAG is worn by a person
The person is walking at a speed of 2 m / S
The output signal is below the limits imposed by the regulations of 66 dBuA/m at 10 mt.

Antenna

Figure 28 - Multiple frequency RFID test 2

7.3.6.3

Results

100 passages were performed. Correct detection rate was 100%.

7.3.7 Multiple Frequency RFID Test 3
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This test was performed on board of Aida Stella to check if the wake-up signal could wake
up TAG located on different deck.

7.3.7.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.7.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

Reader is positioned as shown in the following image
The 6 tags were placed at 1 cm from the deck on a different deck respect to the reader
deck.
The output signal is at the maximum power and below the limits imposed by the
regulations of 66 dBuA/m at 10 mt.

Figure 29 - Multiple frequency RFID test 3

7.3.7.3

Results

The 6 tag does not detect the wake-up signal.
This result confirms that this technology is extremely selective in the determination of the
position among different deck.
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7.3.8 Multiple Frequency RFID Test 4
This test was performed on board of Aida Stella to check the propagation of the UHF
signal.

7.3.8.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.8.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

The UHF receiver antenna (i.e. the reader) is positioned as shown in the following picture.
The TAG were positioned as in the picture and programmed to communicate on the UHF
band its identity every 500 ms without being awakened by the wake-up signal.

Figure 30 - Multiple frequency RFID test 4

7.3.8.3

Results

The reader reads all the messages generated by the two tags, this test shows that the
ship's structure allows a good propagation of UHF waves.
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This result demonstrate that with a purely active technology (RFID or WiFi based), it
would be extremely difficult to determine the correct position of the TAG among different
decks.
With the dual frequency technology, the problem is solved by the wake-up signal that as
seen from the previous test, has a very limited propagation across decks.

7.3.9 Multiple Frequency RFID Test 5
This test was performed on board of Aida Stella to determine TAG positioning precision.

7.3.9.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.9.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

The conditions of the test are shown in the following image, the power of the reader has
been properly calibrated.
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Figure 31 - Multiple frequency RFID test 5

7.3.9.3
Reader n°
1
2
3
4

Results
Detection:
Only TAG A
Detect TAG B and tag C
Only TAG C
Only TAG C

The test showed that the system is able to detect the position of the TAG with good
precision.

7.3.10

Multiple Frequency RFID Test 6

This test was performed on board of Aida Stella to verify if the TAG and the Reader are
affected by electromagnetic disturbance generated by electric propulsion motor.
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7.3.10.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.10.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

The test was performed with the propulsion engine at 90% load, the reader is positioned
at a distance of 1 meter from the engine.
The power of the reader was set to maximum, and it was set to a scan rate of 500 ms.
The tag was placed at different distances from the engine.

Figure 32 - Multiple frequency RFID test 6

7.3.10.3

Results

Distance from TAG and motor
1 cm
20 cm
50 cm

Detection:
No detection
40/100
100/100

The electric motor generates a magnetic field that interferes with the wake-up signal. If the
TAG is positioned at a distance of 50 cm from the engine, which could be the distance
when the TAG is worn by a person, the magnetic field generated by the motor has no
effect on the detection of TAG.
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7.3.11

Multiple Frequency RFID Test 7

This test was performed on board of Aida Stella to verify if the TAG and the Reader are
affected by electromagnetic disturbance generated by the alternator for power generation.

7.3.11.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.11.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

The test was performed with the alternator at 90% load, the reader is positioned at a
distance of 1 meter from the engine.
The power of the reader was set to maximum, and it was set to a scan rate of 500 ms.
The tag was placed at different distances from the alternator.

Figure 33 - Multiple frequency RFID test 7

7.3.11.3

Results

Distance from TAG and motor
1 cm
20 cm

Detection:
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50 cm

100/100

The alternator generates a magnetic field that interferes with the wake-up signal. If the
TAG is positioned at a distance of 50 cm from the alternator, which could be the distance
when the TAG is worn by a person, the magnetic field generated by the alternator has no
effect on the detection of TAG.
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7.3.12

Multiple Frequency RFID Test 8

This test was performed to verify the locating capability when a person moves from one
area to another with readers under the floor. This test was performed in Martec labs.

7.3.12.1

Test equipment

Reader
TAG

7.3.12.2

Multiple frequency type
Active TAG

Test Condition

Antennas of 4 readers are positioned under the floor at a distance of roughly 3 meters
each.
The TAG is worn by the a person.
The person walking at a speed of 1 m / S
The output signal is below the limits imposed by the regulations of 66 dBuA/m at 10 mt.

Figure 34 - Multiple Frequency RFID test 8

7.3.12.3

Results

100 passages were performed. Correct detection rate was 100%.

7.3.13

Conclusion

From performed test results we can derive following conclusions.
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Conclusion
Description:
n°
1
With this technology, the tag is detected correctly even when it is
placed in contact with the human body
2
The coverage area of the wake-up signal is controllable and this
allows an accurate position
3
The coverage area can be very large with very low power levels, and
in any case below the limits imposed by Regulation
4
TAG power consumption allows 2-4 years of battery lifetime
5
This technology is suitable for people tracking operation
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8 Positioning technology selection
8.1 Overview
As discussed in [2], there are many application scenarios for reliable People tracking system.
Requirements change in their relevance case by case, then to properly select the optimal
technology for the pilot system we intend to realize in MONALISA 2.0 project, it is worth to remind
here the specific scenario selected and the specific requirements related to it
Considering market demand, budget availability and considering our background, we decided to
focus our effort on an application in the safety domain, where as first step only crew is monitored,
even though the coverage to all of the passengers should be left as possible system upgrade if
ship owner will require later.
Then the pilot system that will be realized inside MONALISA 2 project will have characteristics
described here below:

1) People tracking system coverage will include CO2 covered areas and muster station areas
only.
2) Only crew members will be monitored
3) Dangerous areas monitoring function will be provided as described in previous chapter.
This will allow detecting people in order to avoid CO2 discharge when someone is still
inside the room. PTS system will not automatically discharge CO2, it will just provide
information to the decision maker.
4) Rescue operations will be supported by people tracking system in case of crew members
are in difficult situation before CO2 discharge.
5) Roll-call at muster station function will be provided as described in previous chapter. This
function will not be utilized to evacuate the full ship but to call crew members in one point
when an emergency happens and when only safety brigades have to run through the ship.
It will be used to double check that nobody is inside a room before releasing CO2 in it.

In the following section, we compare the analyzed RFID technologies with the
requirements of the mentioned application scenario.

8.2 Requirements and technology comparison
In the following table are compared the requirements of the various technologies
considered
Requirements
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PTS
characteristics

Requirement
for pilot
application

Active RFID

Passive
RFID

Multiple
Frequency
RFID

Precision

5m or better

10 m or more

2 mt

2 mt

Speed

Below 3 m/s

No limit

Maximum
speed 1m/S

Maximum
2m/S

Localization
reliability

99,9%
level

Not possible

Not possible
when the TAG
is in contact
with the
human body

YES

SRtP

Single
point
failure tolerant

It depends on the
infrastructure
of
the system

It depends on
the
infrastructure
of the system

It depends on the
infrastructure of
the system

Failure delectability

Real time monitoring
of each point of
detection

It depends on the
infrastructure of
the system

It depends on
the
infrastructure
of the system

It depends on the
infrastructure of
the system

Size

10:15 areas CO2
covered
and
maximum 2 muster
station

YES

YES

YES

at

system

of

speed

From the above reported table it is clear that most suitable technology for indoor
positioning system (i.e. People tracking system, PTS) onboard of a ship is RFID with
multiple frequency.
For above mentioned reason we will use Martec multiple frequency technology to
implement the indoor locating pilot system in MONALISA 2.0 project.
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9 Infrastructure design
People tracking system provides safety related functionalities. Because of that it is it
should not stop working especially during emergency situations. Communication and
power supply infrastructures are spread over the whole ship, then they are more prone to
be affected by a damage during emergency situation. Then it is critical to consider safety
related features on the mentioned infrastructure also in case of indoor positioning system
when it is applied onboard of a vessel. Next paragraphs are analyzing safety requirements
on mentioned infrastructure. Martec solution to meet described requirements will be also
reported.

9.1 Infrastructure Requirement
Communication and power supply infrastructure must meet following safety related
requirements:
1. The system must include redundancy in power supply infrastructure
2. The system must include redundancy in communication infrastructure
3. The system shall operate without degradation in the condition of the vessel
blackout
4. The communication network must not have any degradation in the case single
point of failure induced by any damage onboard:
a. by fire or flooding
b. by mechanical damage
c. by short circuit or low insulation
d. by blackout
5. The power supply infrastructure must not have any degradation in the case single
point of failure induced by any damage onboard:
a. by fire or flooding
b. by mechanical damage
c. by short circuit or low insulation
d. by blackout
6. Must be applied to the rule of single failure, which allowed a single failure but this
should not lead to any other damage. For example, it is possible that a reader
goes into failure but this should not lead to other failure.
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In the following table some possible solution to realize communication or power supply
infrastructure are reported and evaluated versus safety requirements just describes.
Wi-Fi for ship service
Requirements:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Compliance:
Not compliant
Only possible by doubling the access point
Not compliant
Not compliant
Not compliant
Not compliant

Wi-Fi dedicated
Requirements:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Compliance:
Redundant power supply needed
Only possible by doubling the access point
UPS needed
Only possible by doubling the access point
Only possible by doubling the access point
Only possible by doubling the access point

Ethernet dedicated
Requirements:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Compliance:
Redundant power supply infrastructure needed
Redundant LAN infrastructure needed
UPS needed
Redundant LAN infrastructure needed
Redundant power supply infrastructure needed
Possible

BUS based on RS485
Requirements:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Compliance:
Redundant power supply infrastructure needed
Possible with a dedicated development for this application
UPS needed
Possible with a dedicated development for this application
Redundant power supply infrastructure needed
Possible

Communication over Power Line
Power line communication is the a technology that allows to provide both power supply
and communication channel on the same wires. This technology is already applied on
many fields, like remote Metering, Industrial Motor control, Automotive sensors, Lighting
application.
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When applied to the safety requirement stated above, powerline communication show
following capabilities:
Requirements:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Compliance:
Compliant
Compliant
UPS needed
Compliant
Compliant
Compliant

Additionally to the above mentioned capabilities, Communication over Power Line could
bring some additional advantages:
1) Power and communication are carried by same cables, reducing cabling costs.
2) Power line communication devices and protocols are very robust against
attenuation and noise. This allows to interconnect many readers (more than 30
units possible) over very long distance (more than 1Km possible)
Considering it maturity, excellent features and good results demonstrated outside
Maritime system, we considered communication over Power Line technology as good
candidate for onboard indoor positioning system infrastructure.

9.2 Infrastructure conclusion
Safety requirements on power supply and on communication infrastructure cannot be
neglected onboard applications. Many possibility can be considered, however most
promising approach seems to be Communication over Power Line. This technology is
already utilized in many domains and can be ported, through some adaptation effort, in
Maritime field.
Due to the relevance of the topic and due to the advantages listed on previous paragraph,
we decided to adapt this technology in order to build a power line communication based
infrastructure for Indoor positioning pilot system.
Communication over power line is based on the frequency modulation on the power
supply wires to generate the communication. Key elements of this technology are:
1- Power line modem, that provides power and communication to the slave units and
then route data coming from slaves to standard LAN.
2- Slave unit that receives power and communicates over the same line.
Figure 35 shows block diagram of a typical power line modem and slave units:
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Power Line MODEM
Communication
to host system

Microcontroller

Power supply

AC/DC
Power Supply

Slave Units
Slave Units
Slave Units

OFDM communication
and power supply
Microcontroller
OFDM Power Line
Driver

Communication
Coulping

OFDM Power Line
Driver

DC/DC
Power Supply

Communication
Coulping

Figure 35 - Communication over Power Line block diagram

Main advantages of this technology can be summarized as follow:
1- Use the same wires for the power supply and communication
2- Ability to create redundant power supply networks in a simple way
3- Ability to create redundant communication networks in a simple way
4- Simplification of communication and power supply systems
5- Cost effective solution

9.3 Martec Power Line Communication (PLC)
Martec Power Line Communication (PLC) is based on two main components:
1) Data Collecting Unit (DCU). Each infrastructure line is connected to two DCU.
DCUs implement PLC technology, providing power over the line and
communicating to all of the readers on the line. All the in formations coming from
readers are collected and routed to the PTS middleware software.
2) Local communication module is interfacing reader with power and communication
line. It manage power supply for the reader and the communication between
reader and DCU.
For both modules only chipset already in use in other fields are considered and will be
adapted to the specific requirement of onboard application scenario.
Most important characteristics of DCU and local communication units are related to Power
supply, Communication and Safety. Next paragraphs are giving some details about these
topics.

9.3.1 Power Supply
Each DCU provides an AC/DC power supply isolated to 3 KV, with extensive input from
85 to 264 Vac and 48 Vdc output with power of 330W. The nominal input voltage is

230 Vac 50/60 Hz (see Figure 36).
The input and the output are supervised and current limited, moreover, the output is
provided with a short circuit monitoring.
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The power supply is capable of supplying more than 30 readers. The actual limit is
however determined by the power required by the individual units.

Figure 36 – DCU power supply unit

9.3.2 Communication
In addition to providing power to readers, the DCUs handle the communication with
readers and with the top system.
The communication to readers is realized by the OFDM technology which consists in
frequency modulation on the two power supply wires.
Each DCU can be address up to 32 field control unit.
The communication to the top system is realized by Ethernet 10/100 Mbit, alternatively
there is a RS-485 serial port.

Figure 37 - DCU Communication modules
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9.3.3 Safety
DCU and reader’s communication modules are designed to simplify the systems and
increase the safety and redundancy.
The system then includes:
• Redundant Power supply
• Short circuit monitoring and control
• Redundant communication
• Redundant watch-dog
• High temperature shutdown
• Input and output supervision

9.3.3.1

Redundant Power Supply

Communication modules are powered redundantly via two DCU installed in separate
control cabinets ant each end of the power line.

Figure 38 - Redundant power supply

In case of one DCU failure, the remaining one is capable of powering all the readers on
the line.

9.3.3.2

Short-Circuit monitoring and control

Both DCUs and reader communication modules are equipped with an active system for
monitoring short circuit events.
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Figure 39 shows short circuit protection system architecture. In the example reported in
mentioned figure, communication module CM1 and CM2 isolates the short circuit point.
Then MC1 is supplied by Main DCU and CM2-3 are supplied from backup DCU.

Figure 39 - Short circuit protection

9.3.3.3

Redundant communication

Indoor positioning system infrastructure in design, provides a redundant communication
mechanism; the redundancy is achieved through two DCU installed in two separate
control cabinet. Backup DCP takes control of communications in case of failure of Main
DCU. In case of line breaks or short circuit, each DCUs that control of the branch of the
line it can reach.

Figure 40 - Redundant communication modules

10 Infrastructure tests
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Martec Power line communication (PLC) modules are under realization. However some
prototypes are already available and were used to perform preliminary tests.
Test setup (shown in Figure 41) is composed as follow:
-

32 Local communication modules
Up to 1Km Power Line
2 DCU connected at each edge of the Power Line

Purpose of the test was to verify that all of the Local units could be properly supplied and
can correctly communicate.
All the performed tests showed good results confirming that power line technology can be
successfully used for Indoor positioning pilot system in MONALISA 2.0 project.
All of the additional features described in previous section and integration inside
positioning system will be realized and finalized during the pilot system realization.

Figure 41 - Power supply and communication module tests
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11 PTS Architecture description
11.1

Overview

This section describes the architecture of indoor positioning system we intend to realize
as part of the Monalisa 2.0 project:
 First the design key points are identified.
 Then the software architecture is outlined.
 Then the single components are described in more details.
 In the end, the interface provided to external systems is described.

11.2

Design key points

In designing the software architecture, different kinds of requirements and constraints
have to be taken into account. Analyzing these constraint a set of design criteria has been
established.
The PTS software requirements can be summarized as follows:
1. The software shall interface the Data Collection Units, collecting from them the
data about tag identification. Several DCU’s are present in the system, some of
them are active (Master Mode), some other are passive (Backup mode). The
software shall be constantly connected to all of them and acquire all the
messages.
Each message carries the following logical information:
 Tag Id (unique tag identifier)
 Reader Id (which correspond to the place where the tag has been
detected)
 Time Stamp (note: DCU’s have a synchronized reference time)
Acquired messages shall be stored on disk, as raw data archive. Such data are
mainly foreseen for troubleshooting and system detailed analysis, not for final
users.
2. The software, using the DCU messages, shall identify the position of each tag in
real time:
 It shall be possible to know the actual (real time) position of each tag. A
reliability index is associated to the data. Reliability depends on several
factors (one of them, for instance, is the time since the last tracking about
the tag has been received).
 It shall be possible to know all the tags actually (real time) located in a
given room. For each tag, the corresponding reliability index is provided.
3. The software shall use the above data to calculate higher level of information. For
instance for CO2 release, it shall support the mustering procedure.
4. Real time data and higher level information shall be stored in a database for
further use and post processing. In this pilot installation it is not possible to define
in advance the possible queries and analysis; they must be identified during the
experimental use of the system.
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The constraints to be considered in software design can be summarized as follows:
1. PTS shall be used as a stand alone system (i.e. it shall interact directly with the
users), but is shall also communicate with other on board systems, typically
related to safety. As consequence, a proper interface to external system shall be
available.
2. PTS is operating in a hostile environment for location systems. Not 100%
coverage shall be assumed and not 100% reliability on single location event.
However, when used for high dangerous operation (like CO2 mustering) the
system shall never provide information which can lead to hazard. The system
level reliability must be high enough to satisfy application requirement. This
increase of reliability at system level must be provided by data elaboration at high
system level driven by appropriate business rules.
3. PTS shall handle a certain level of “personal information”. It shall allow the user
(or an external system) to link a Tag to a given person, providing also some
additional fields (for instance, if it is a crew member, a passenger, a visitor).
4. Even if designed for use with Martec PTS, the overall architecture shall be able to
handle also PTS from other supplier and other positioning technology in hybrid
systems. Hybrid system can be useful when many application scenarios have to
be fulfilled by the same system onboard.
According to the above points (requirements and constraints), the following design
principles has been established:
1. Structuring the architecture in layers, separating the interface with Martec PTS
from the business rules processing.
2. Providing an external interface based on well established standards, accessible by
external applications.
3. Using a relational database both for configuration information and for data
archiving. The latter to let a free definition of post processing functions.

11.3

System Architecture

The Software architecture of the Monalisa 2.0 Pilot System is depicted in the figure below.
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SAR
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Raw
Data
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Figure 42 - Indoor positioning system (i.e People tracking system) Software modules architecture

Software architecture of PTS system is structured as follow:
1. The system is structured in three layers:
a. The field layer, composed by the network of DCU’s which in turn control the
Readers.
b. A PTS server layer, directly processing the real time localization data.
c. A PLS (People Location System) in charge of elaborating the higher level
information, as well as providing an interface to external clients.
d. A layer of different types of external clients:
i. SMCS (Safety Monitoring & Control System), which reports
localization data to safety operators.
ii. SAR (Search and Rescue) system
iii. A Mobile Client, provided within pilot application, to be used to
interact directly with PTS.
2. The split in layers doesn’t imply a physical split in different computers. They can be
separate or running on the same host.
3. The external interface is a Web Service, SOAP based.
4. A RDBMS shall be available, in order to support the different databases: PTS
Configuration, History data and PLS Database.
5. Raw data are stored directly on files (no database).
6. Not shown in the picture, the higher levels (from PTS server up) can be redundant.
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11.4

Software Components Description

11.4.1

PTS server: DCU Interface

The interface module is in charge of connecting all of the DCU’s in the system.
Connection is TCP-IP, socket based. Each DCU is a socket server, accepting
connection requests from DCU interface module.
Once established, the socket is used by the DCU to send tag related messages to the
DCU Interface module.
The module shall directly store the acquired messages in the raw data archive, and then
pass them to the upper level.
The module reads PTS Configuration database in order to get the list of DCU to be
interrogated and to get socket related information like IP address and port numbers.

11.4.2

PTS server: Real Time Position Engine

The module receives DCU messages from DCU Interface module and analyze them.
First of all it updates tag position and the list of tags in different ship areas. These are the
real time information, linked to the current position of tags. Such kinds of information are
made available to the upper levels for further processing.
All these pieces of information are however associated with a reliability index, which is
constantly keep updated. Rules that define how this index has to evolve will be finalized
during the next phases of the project. Some guidelines can be:
 Reliability decreases with the time difference between the last measurement
(message received from the DCU concerning the tag) and the time instant when
the position is requested. In other words, if the last positioning event of a specific
TAG was received too much time ago, e.g. 5 minutes ago (and then no more
messages), then the information cannot be too much reliable.
 When a new tag position is received, it must be compared with the previous
position. If they are too distant to be covered in the given time interval, reliability
shall be kept low till a further confirmation of the position (new message) is
received.
In order to implement all the above functions, the module shall read from the PTS
Configuration database information related to Tag, Readers, Ships Areas, links between
Readers and Areas, Distance between Readers.

11.4.3

PTS Server: Service Request Module

The module handles special messages coming from DCU concerning special functions
in addition to positioning. This feature is foreseen to support integration of different
positioning technology that might provide additional services, for example alarm
generation functions.
The module shall record the notification and keep it active until the upper level has
acknowledged it (meaning that it is taking in charge it).
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11.4.4

PTS Server: API

These API are internal to the PTS server and are used for distributing the real time
location information to the upper level.
The communication is TCP-IP socket based.
The interface is event driven:
 At connection set up, the interface distributes the current position of all the tags.
 Whenever a tag position is changed, the event is forwarded on the socket.

11.4.5

PTS Server: Web I/F

These API are used to provide direct access to real time location information to the
Mobile Client. It is expected to be used more during the on board testing than in the final
stage of the project.
The interface is a Web Service (SOAP).

11.4.6

PLS Server: PTS I/F

This module is the symmetrical part of the PTS Server API. It connects to the latter and
forwards the received events to the upper layers.

11.4.7

PLS Server: Business Rules Engine

This module contains the logic on which higher level information are calculated.
It shall be seen as an engine able to answer to some “intelligent” questions. In fact at
application layer, the result of single positioning event is not the information needed.
Some examples of needed information (and related intelligent questions) are:
 Is all the machinery members out of a dangerous zone (where CO2 is expected to
be released)? To answer to these question the system musk confirm that:
o all the related are either in the mustering points or in other areas with high
reliability
o non of the TAG are detected inside the dangerous zone where CO2 has to
be released
 Is someone entering in a dangerous area? An event shall be trigger to notify the
client (user or higher level software) of the possible hazard.
 Is someone detected in fixed position for a longer time in a dangerous area? If so
that could be identified as a potentially injured person. An event shall be trigger to
notify the client.
Of course, more questions can be defined in the future and, most important, the rules to
be followed to answer to such questions (business rules) shall be tuned thanks to
knowledge acquired form field operation. Business rules will encode knowledge on the
system as well on human behavior.
For this reason a flexible architecture shall be defined for this engine:
 A Domain Specific Language (DSL) will be defined for easily express domain
specific concepts inside rules.
 A rule database will be built.
 A rule engine will apply such rules to incoming data from the PTS I/F. Forward
chaining process will be used.
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11.4.8

PLS Server: Web I/F

These API are used to provide to external clients the access to all the functionalities of
the system, either real time position or high level information.
The interface is a Web Service (SOAP).

11.4.9

Clients: Mobile Client

This software module is the basic interface that a user can have to interact with the
system.
It assumes to be connected via network with the PLS server and to be able to exploit all
the services available in the PLS Web I/F.
The graphic interface will be designed in order to be usable on tablet and smart phones,
both under Windows environment.
The module shall be able to connect either directly to the PTS Web I/F (only real time
position available) or to the PLS Web I/F (full service set).

11.5

API List

The API provided by the system are all web services.
Here follows a preliminary list:
1. Get Tag List
It provides the list of all the tags known by the system. If available, it links the tag
to the person who uses it.
Available at PTS and PLS web I/F.
a. Input Param: <none>
b. Output Param:
i. TagsInfo: array of:
1. TagId (string)
2. TagType (string)
3. Name (string) [optional]
2. Get Area List
It provides the list of all the areas handled by the system.
Available at PTS and PLS web I/F.
a. Input Param: <none>
b. Output Param:
i. AreaInfo: array of:
1. AreaId (string)
2. AreaName (string)
3. AreaType (string)
3. Get Tag RT position
It provides the current tag location. It returns a known area name or the empty
string in case of unknown location. It returns also a probability which measures
the level of confidence of the localization.
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Available at PTS and PLS web I/F.
a. Input Param:
i. TagId: string
b. Output Param:
i. AreaId: string
ii. Reliability (float range 0.0..1.0)

4. Get Area RT presence
It provides the list of tags currently present in a given area. It returns also a
probability which measures the level of confidence of each tag positioning.
Available at PTS and PLS web I/F.
a. Input Param:
i. AreaId: string
b. Output Param:
i. TagList: array of:
1. TagId: string
2. Reliability (float range 0.0..1.0)
5. Check CO2 Mustering
It checks crew presence at the mustering before CO2 discharge in a given area.
It returns a success code only if all the crew members are detected with
maximum probability index either in the mustering point or in other areas but not
in the one where CO2 will be discharged.
It returns also the list of all the expected tags (all the crew members) and the
area where they are currently. An alert field is set if reliability is not 100%.
Available at PLS web I/F only.
a. Input Param:
i. AreaId: string // Area where CO2 is to be released
b. Output Param:
i. Result: Boolean //mustering ok or not
ii. TagList: array of:
1. TagId: string
2. AreaId: string
3. Alert: Boolean // true if the tag is not in proper area
6. Check for Dangerous Area
It checks for the presence of tags in a given area.
It returns a success code only if no tags are reported in that area. For tags which
localization is not 100%, check is done that previous location was not in the
affected area.
It returns the list of all the tags potentially in the area, with their reliability figure.
Available at PLS web I/F only.
a. Input Param:
i. AreaId: string // Area to be monitored
b. Output Param:
i. Result: Boolean //Area safe or not
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ii. TagList: array of:
1. TagId: string
2. Reliability (float range 0.0..1.0)
7. Check for Potentially Injured People
It checks for the presence of tags in a given area which are not moving since a
provided time interval Tmoving (always detected by the same Reader).
It returns a success code only if no tag is reported in the affected area and it is in
fixed position.
It returns the list of all the tags potentially in the area, with their reliability figure.
Available at PLS web I/F only.
a. Input Param:
i. AreaId: string // Area to be monitored
ii. Tmoving: time interval when tags are not moving
b. Output Param:
i. Result: Boolean //Injured people present yes/no
ii. TagList: array of:
1. TagId: string
2. Reliability (float range 0.0..1.0)
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12 Conclusions and next steps
Suitable locating technology for onboard indoor positioning system was identified and the
pilot system architecture, hardware infrastructure and software layer, was defined.
Next activities will focus on following targets:
-

Complete power line communication porting in our application domain
Implement software layers needed to fulfill required features
Prove the pilot system in a controlled lab environment
Install a pilot system onboard of an already identified Cruise vessel and evaluate
indoor positioning system performances on this real scenario

13 Intellectual property
Interest on indoor positioning systems has raised significantly over last few years, as it
can bee seen from the increasing number of patent applications issued on that topic.
However, patents on positioning systems specifically designed for Maritime industry are
relatively few, despite the huge marked demand. That is a signal that there is still a strong
technological barrier that makes Maritime environment very difficult for people tracking
systems.
The work performed inside Activity 3.3 is aimed to asses only the most critical issues
affecting indoor positioning systems in Maritime environment, not all of them. From this
point of view the basic concepts provided as results of Activity 3.3 have to be considered
as general guidelines, and in this sense they are not infringing specific patents, up to our
knowledge. Furthermore, the patents granted so far (up to our knowledge) are not forcing
to use a specific suppliers set to implement the concepts here described.
However, being the field relatively new, it might be still space for specific optimization
areas, outside the scope Activity 3.3 of Monalisa 2.0 project, where it is possible to
generate patents that are very specific and so that are not impacting the usability of
Activity 3.3.
As an example, Martec issued the following patent PCT application:
-

Application number: PCT/IT2013/000224,
Title: “System for tracking the position of persons or items in structures
provided with rooms intended to receive persons or items, such as ship,
buildings or offshore platforms”.

The principal claim of such patent is related to the integration of People Tracking
system into a Fire Detection System.
That specific integration of people tracking system inside a fire detection system is a
specific area outside the general scope of Monalisa Project. All of the related integration
activities have been carried out outside Monalisa Project and are not described in this and
in future deliverables. Because of that, the mentioned patent is not impacting the content
of this and following Deliverables of Activity 3.3.
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39 partners from 10 countries
taking maritime transport into the digital age
By designing and demonstrating innovative use of ICT solutions
MONALISA 2.0 will provide the route to improved

SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY

Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ LFV - Air Navigation Services of Sweden ◦ SSPA ◦
Viktoria Swedish ICT ◦ Transas ◦ Carmenta ◦ Chalmers University of Technology ◦ World
Maritime University ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦ Danish
Maritime Authority ◦ Danish Meteorological Institute ◦ GateHouse ◦ Navicon ◦ Novia
University of Applied Sciences ◦ DLR ◦ Fraunhofer ◦ Jeppesen ◦ Rheinmetall ◦ Carnival
Corp. ◦ Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ RINA Services ◦ D’Appolonia ◦ Port of Livorno ◦ IB
SRL ◦ Martec SPA ◦ Ergoproject ◦ University of Genua ◦ VEMARS ◦ SASEMAR ◦ Ferri
Industries ◦ Valencia Port Authority ◦ Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ Corporacion
Maritima ◦ Technical University of Madrid ◦ University of Catalonia ◦ Technical University
of Athens ◦ MARSEC-XL ◦ Norwegian Coastal Administration

www.monalisaproject.eu
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